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1 Claim. (Cl. 229-—66) 

This invention relates in general to certain new and 
useful improvements in paper bags and, more particu 
larly, to a sanitary-opening bag which can be quickly 
and conveniently opened without touching the contents. 
There are a number of articles in common use, such 

as paper drinking cups which must be packaged in such 
a manner that the articles are not touched by human 
hands as the package is opened. For example, paper 
drinking cups have, heretofore, been packaged in long 
cardboard boxes with specially constructed bottom walls 
to facilitate the quick and sanitary removal of the 
bottom portion of ‘the container without need for touch 
ing the contents. The open bottomed container is then 
conveniently up-ended into a cup dispensing receptacle. 
In some cases, the box is left in place as an outer pro 
tection for the column of paper cups, but more‘ often 
the box is removed and a long glass tube is lowered. 
over the stack of paper cups to protect them. These 
paper boxes are expensive and take up considerable 
storage space in paper cup- manufacturing plants prior 
to being utilized. Similarly, such containers, being of 
substantially square cross-sectional shape, take up more 
room in a shipping "carton than paper bags. Finally, 
such cardboard boxes are somewhat more dif?cult to 
dispose of than a paper bag or more ?exible type of 
wrapping. Paper bags, however, have, thus far, been 
unacceptable for packaging paper cups and similar ar 
ticles of a sanitary nature for the reason that paper bags 
are somewhat dif?cult to open when packaged and usu 
ally, in tearing open a paper bag, the user cannot avoid 
touching the contents. 

It is, therefore, the primary object of the present in 
vention to provide a paper bag uniquely constructed to 
afford a sanitary type of closure which can be quickly 
and conveniently opened without risk of touching the 
contents, ' 

It is a further object of the present invention to pro 
vide a sanitary-opening bag of the type stated in which 
the closure is structural-1y strong and secure for ship 
ping and storage purposes, notwithstanding the fact that, 
when desired, it may be quickly opened in a sanitary 
manner. 

It is an additional object of the present invention to 
provide a sanitary-opening bag of the type stated which 
is strong and durable and will protect the contents se 
curely during storage and shipment. 

It is also an object of the present invention to provide 
a sanitary-opening bag of the type stated which is sim 
ple ‘and economical in construction, can be stored prior 
to use in a relatively small amount of space, and, after 
use, can be rolled up into a compact ball for disposal 

in a minimum amount of space and with a amount of effort. 

With the above and other objects in view, my inven 
tion resides in the novel features of form, construction, 
arrangement, and combinations of parts presently de 
scribed and pointed out in the claim. 
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In the accompanying drawing 
Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a bag-tube forming a 

part of the present invention; 
Figs. 2, 3, and 4, are transverse sectional views taken 

along lines 2-2, 3—3, and 4-4, respectively, of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 5 is a perspective view of a ?nished sanitary 

opening bag constructed in accordance with and em 
bodying the present invention; 

Fig. 6 is a fragmentary sectional view taken along 
line 6—6 of Fig. 5; and 

Fig. 7 is a fragmentary perspective view of the sani 
tary-opening bag of the present invention in up-side 
down position, showing the bottom closure thereof in 
open position. 

Referring now in more detail and by reference char 
acters to the drawing, which illustrates a preferred em 
bodiment of the present invention, 1 designates a bag 
tube formed on a conventional bag-tuber. The bag-tube 
1 consists of a back wall 2 integrally joined at its lon~ 
gitudinal margins to inwardly folded bellows-type side 
walls or gussets 3, 4, which are, in turn, integrally 
joined to a front wall 5, which includes a longitudinal 
lapped seam 6. 
As the bag-tube 1 is severed from the continuous run 

of tubing formed in the paper bag-tuber, the front wall 
5 is shorter at one end than the back wall 2 and pro 
jects a corresponding distance beyond the back wall 2 
at the other end, substantially as shown in Fig. l. Con~ 
sequently, at the latter end of the bag-tube 1, the side 
walls 3, 4, and front wall 5 project outwardly in ex 
posed position so as to form a three-sided flap 7, which 
will become the top closure for the ?nished bag as will 
presently more fully appear. At the other or ?rst men 
tioned end, the margins m, m’, of the side walls 3, 4, are 
coincident with the transverse margins of the front wall 
5 and are thus indented inwardly from the adjacent 
transverse margin of the back wall 2, so that the lat 
ter extends outwardly forming a bottom flap 8. The 
side walls 3, 4, are then severed from the front wall 5 
for a short distance inwardly from the margins m, m’, 
to the folding line 1‘ shown in dotted lines in Fig. 1. It 
should be understood in this connection that the fold 
line 1‘ is not scored or otherwise marked upon the front 
wall 5 but is merely shown in dotted lines for conven 
ience of description and is actually a theoretical line 
around which the severed portion of the front wall 5 is 
folded back upon itself and glued down with a line of 
permanent adhesive 9 to form a stay-?ap 10 as shown 
in Figs. 6 and 7. Applied to the top wall 5 inwardly 
of the glued~down margin of the stay-?ap 10 is a trans 
verse line of frangible adhesive 11. 
As will be understood by persons familiar with the 

paper bag trade, any conventional glue or adhesive may 
be used as the permanent adhesive. The frangible or 
so-called “break-away” adhesive is one in which the 
cohesive strength is regulated so that it is slightly less 
than the tensile strength of the paper. Adhesives of this 
type can be formulated by making a combination of 
various amounts of ?llers, such as talc, aluminum sili~ 
cate, calcium carbonate, slate powder, dolomite, and 
the like with a relatively smaller amount of adhesive ?lm 
forming agent, such as dextrine, alkaline casein, animal 
glue, polyvinyl alcohol, or polyvinyl acetate. One spe 
ci?c form of frangible adhesive found to be very satis 
factory for use in the present invention, consists of an 
aqueous mixture of a highly converted dextrin and a 
tackifying additive, such as the dark colored resin M.P. 
234°~239° F.) extracted from rosin gum or a similar 
naval stores product. This frangible adhesive will, when 
applied wet, dry to a secure and strong ?lm which has 
the unique property of fracturing or releasing under a 
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sharply applied‘ pull‘ or‘ ‘impact. For purposes of the 
present invention,‘ a mixture of approximately 30% dex~ 
trim and 10%‘ tackifying agent has been found to pro 
duce a ?lm having the desirable amount of tensile 
strength and the proper‘l‘dagree"v of fbrittlene'ssf , I 
By way" of ‘illustration ‘and not ‘as‘limitations; the’fol 

lowing are examples of “frangible” ‘adhesives which-have‘ 
been" ‘ found to‘f be ‘ eire'cnve for" the" purposes’v of ‘the 
present invention? ' 

The" polyvinyl alc'ohbl‘is ‘?rsteooled ‘in: the ‘water untili' 
fully in ‘suspension and‘ theisilicate’ is'th‘eniadded; 

40%" \vins‘ol erriulsionf(>i.e. resin extracted from rosin 

In“ the, foregoing examples" all 1''parts" are “‘pa"rts"" by‘ 
weigh -.” I _ '4 ' I 

The bOttorh flap '8 is folded‘ over O?tO the'fl'oilt walls 
aro‘unda fold-line f and is sealed down ‘by th‘e‘liné of‘ 
frangible adhesive 11, whiemtherenpon, dries very quickly’ 
and forms'a 'complé'ted'soicalled “s’anitai'ylop’ening‘” bag, 
as shown in Fig’. '5. _v v ' _ _ 

In Tus'e,'_th“e' bag is ?lled‘froni th‘e‘top‘and, when ?lled, 
the flap 7 is folded bver'or'rolledse'ver'al time's‘upo'n‘v 
itself‘and ‘glued or stapled ‘in any conventional or ‘desired 
manner’. 

The’reaftenwhen it islne'c'essa'ry to open the bag‘ for‘ 
removal of‘ a stack of “paper cups or "similar "sanitary 
merchandise, the free portion ‘of the bottom ?ap-‘s "be 
yond' the line of frangible adhesive 11 maybe manually 
gripped and snapped outwardly with ‘a sharp"pull-., The 
frangible adhesive 11' will‘ immediately give way, release‘ 

Polyvinyl alcoholr(solid-mediuin'viscosity-type)‘; ___'_, 4 > 
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4 
ing the ?ap 7 and permitting the bottom of the bag to be 
pulled wide'op‘en. The'turned-back portion'of the vfront 
wall 5, however, is secured by a line of permanent ad 
hesive 9 and will, therefore, remain in folded-back posi 
tion. Consequently, the side Walls 3, 4, will swing away 
from the. turned-back portion of the front wall 5 to pro'- ~ 
vide a somewhat step-likehottom opening, as shown in 
Fig. 7. This allows one face of the paper cup or other 
sanitary contentsito beexposedior*readyZ'insertiGn in a 
receptacle, while‘. the- other portions ‘of the bag ‘which 
extend beyond‘ the turned-over portion of> the-front? wall 
5 will serve as a three-sided protective-vcovergmaking‘it 
possible for the bottom paper cup or other sanitary article 
to be guided‘in'to pla‘c'e Withinthereceptacle‘(not shown 
without being touched byrthe'human hand. ' 

It will, of course, be apparent that many other types 
of sanitary articles other than paper cups may be pack- ‘ 
aged within the bag and that the present invention is 
not-,: in any senseflirhited"rnerelyg to‘ the" packaging of 
paper; ‘cups; '3‘ ~ 

It should Isa-understood that'changes and‘modi?'c'ations 
in "the l-for'rn, construction,“ arrangement, and‘ ~ ‘combina 
tion~"of*‘the'-several parts'ofs‘th'e sanitary-opening bags 

' may‘be made¥and"substi?uted‘for‘thosecherein shown 
and described without- ‘departing from-‘the nature and ~ 
principle-of myinventionw , 

Having‘ thus described my-inventi'on; what I claim ‘and 
desire toYsecure by Letters Patent is: ' ' 
A sanitary-opening Ibag consisting" of an- elongated‘ 

paper-‘tube having'normaHy ?at‘parallel front and back 
walls‘ connected'falong their longitudinal mar-gins'by-bel 
loWs‘-v pinched side-walls} the ~-back ' wall‘ projecting; at-‘one 
end ‘beyond ‘tithe-‘transverse en'dfmargin of the frontY-wall 
in‘ ‘the provision‘ of a ‘bottom ?ap,v saidkl'front -wall~also 
bein'g'seve'red from the sidewalls along both? ‘of-‘its longi 
tudinal margins‘iforra short distance' inwardly from the 
transverse‘ endemar-gini‘ in‘ithei provision‘ of a stay-?ap, 
said1 stays-flap being'folded back iupon’the' vfront wall and 
permanently‘ secured‘ by adhesive thereto,‘ said bottom 
?ap' being lo‘hger than, and’fold'ed-hack over, the-stay 
?ap and secured to the front wall inwardly ofi'the inner 
end of '- the- folded-back stayi?ap- by‘ ‘a ?lmlof- frangible 
adhesive which Willi-break apartainl response to (a sharp 
pull ‘on the bot-tom‘ ?ap.‘ 
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